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____________________________ 
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Pursuant to Rule 9.330 of the Florida Rules of Appellate Procedure, Amicus, 

CHRISTINA PAYLAN, M.D., (“Dr. Paylan”) moves this Honorable Court for a 

Motion for Rehearing and Motion for Clarification, and in support thereof states 

the following: 

Amicus called the Clerk of Court regarding permission to file her Motion for 

Rehearing after realizing that there is no specific appellate rule addressing whether 

motions for rehearing are permitted to be filed by friend-of-court petitioners. The 

Clerk informed Amicus to file her motion for rehearing and that the Court would 

decide accordingly. Given the absence of any appellate rule which restricts an 

amicus from filing a motion for rehearing and clarification, Dr. Paylan respectfully 

requests that this Court consider her Motion for Rehearing and Motion for 

Clarification.  

Dr. Paylan files this motion for rehearing to request clarification and 

reconsideration of how the following Facebook Friendship scenarios should be 

treated? 

1. Litigant A sends a Facebook message to the Judge X to become 

Facebook friends with Judge X after discovering that Judge X is friends 

with opposing counsel. Judge X does not accept litigant’s Facebook 

friendship request, but remains Facebook friends with opposing counsel. 
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Judge X has his privacy option turned on  so Litigant A can see that he is 

friends with opposing counsel,  but cannot see any of the 

communications or posts between Judge X and opposing counsel.1 Is this 

more than “standing alone”? Does this scenario give rise to grounds for 

disqualification?  

2. Litigant B is represented by counsel who is Facebook friends with Judge 

Y. Litigant C is represented by counsel who is not Facebook friends with 

Judge Y. Litigant B, through his counsel,  finds out about likes, dislikes, 

events, occasions that Judge Y is involved in, and embarks on efforts to 

familiarize himself with Judge Y. Playing field is unleveled for Litigant 

C whose counsel is not Facebook friends with Judge Y. Insidiously but 

definitively, Litigant B prepares, postures and tailors his litigation 

                                                           
1 This is Dr. Paylan’s scenario with Judge Gregory Holder from the 

Thirteenth Judicial Circuit. Judge Holder has rejected Dr. Paylan’s friendship 
request while he has maintained his friendship with opposing counsel with the 
privacy option turned on,  as Dr. Paylan has sat back, wondering what 
communications or posts are being viewed between Judge Holder and opposing 
counsel. This privacy option being turned on is especially notable with Judge 
Holder since Judge Holder was previously publicly reprimanded by this Court for 
engaging in impermissible ex parte contact while he was presiding over a criminal 
matter. See In Re Gregory Holder 195 So.3d 1133 (Fla.2016). Isn’t Judge Holder’s 
Facebook friendship with opposing counsel with his privacy option turned on 
another incident of ex parte contact? Aren’t all of Facebook communications 
between a judge and an attorney who appears before the judge tantamount to 
cyberspace ex parte contact?  
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strategy based on information Litigant B gathers from Judge Y’s 

Facebook posts because he has the advantage of having a window into 

Judge Y’s life, because his attorney is Facebook friends with Judge Y. 

But Litigant C does not have the same advantage. Does this scenario 

qualify for more than ‘standing alone”? Is this grounds for 

disqualification?    

These two scenarios, are just but a few examples, of how unclear the 

Court’s decision is on this Facebook friendship issue. The Court’s decision does 

not clarify at all on, how a judge who chooses to maintain a Facebook page, should 

handle the most critical aspect of  being a Facebook user: the  privacy option.   

Is it OK for a judge to maintain Facebook friendships in the dark alleys 

of cyberspace? Is this Court OK with these cyberspace ex parte contacts between 

judges and attorneys who are actively litigating cases before them? Where in other 

instances in society, do attorneys and judges have such privacy options turned on 

in such a brazen and permissible manner escaping code violation? If an attorney 

and a judge run into each other at a conference, seminar or courthouse hallway, 

there is no privacy option turned on like the privacy turned on in the cyberspace 

encounter through Facebook. Almost always, hallway encounters are in the view of 

the public, as are the conference and the seminar encounters. Isn’t this discrepancy 

between this private cyberspace encounter and public social encounter important to 
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address? Cyberspace privacy encounters between a judge and an attorney who is 

in active litigation before the judge, are the most dangerous aspects of Facebook 

usage by a judge. The majority should reconsider this and issue a new opinion that 

addresses this danger head on.    

A judge and a lawyer could communicate all day, every day in 

cyberspace privacy,  and no one would ever see it or know about it. Does this not 

require more stringent rules and parameters since cyberspace ex parte contact is as 

easy as turning on the privacy button on the settings of one’s Facebook account 

with guarantee that it will be more private than an encounter at a conference, 

seminar or a hallway.  

This privacy control issue is a far more common aspect of Facebook 

usage than the issue of third or fourth generation random friendship. The Court has 

only addressed this one single narrow scenario of how Facebook friendships may 

come about, but the Court has ignored the more common ways of how Facebook 

Friendships really occur. Most Facebook friendships come about by active 

acceptance by one person of a request made by another, and not by third or fourth 

generation requests or by strangers being friends as the Court refers to in its 

Opinion. And all Facebook friendships are subject to being disguised by turning on 

the privacy switch to preclude the public from viewing posts and communications 

between Facebook users.  
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Shouldn’t this Court address the more commonly occurring patterns of 

Facebook usage in order to put this Facebook friendship issue to rest?  

Every word this Court utters, the public hangs on to. This is a fact as was 

evident in the buzz that began in all shapes and forms from multiple sources, both 

legal and non-legal, immediately following  this Court’s Opinion on November 14, 

2018. Not addressing the most common scenarios of how Facebook friendships 

come about, does injustice to the public whose lives are shaped by this Court’s 

analysis and assessments. While it is understandable to set boundaries so that 

Facebook friendship does not become a crutch for disqualification, it is not 

understandable why the core issue of Facebook friendship, the privacy option,  is 

still left unaddressed, unanswered and vague.  

All that the vagueness does,  is that it creates fertile ground for more 

litigation, usurping the already scarce judicial resources. With the Opinion as it is, 

the floodgates will open to litigants and attorneys who will now litigate the issue of 

what constitutes  ‘standing alone”. The public would be far better served,  and in 

return the judiciary would be far more relieved of the burden created by the 

vagueness, if the Court could simply address the most critical issue about 

Facebook friendship between a judge and a lawyer who is in active litigation 

before the judge: the privacy option.     
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Finally, the Court is respectfully reminded about its decision In re Frank, 

753 So.2d 1228, 1241 (Fla.,2000). In Frank, painstakingly, this Court issued a 

public reprimand to a very highly reputable and scholarly jurist because of lack of 

disclosure. The Court was adamant that lack of disclosure by Judge Frank to 

opposing counsel in his daughter’s divorce action, about his daughter’s divorce 

attorney’s professional relation to another judge on the Second District Court of 

Appeal eons ago, was so intolerable that the Court believed it was justified  in 

issuing a public reprimand to Judge Frank even though Judge Frank had already 

retired from the bench.  It is hard to imagine a situation that is more demeaning 

than this- where in retirement, a judge faces public reprimand over matters 

involving his daughter’s divorce proceedings.  

By not addressing the privacy option usage by the judge who likes to 

maintain a Facebook account,  is it not accurate that this Court is promoting the 

very conduct that this Court sanctioned Judge Frank for during his retirement?  

When this Court writes its Opinion addressing only the rare scenario of third 

and fourth generation friendships between a judge and a lawyer, as being benign, 

but ignores the Elephant in the room, of a Judge using Facebook with privacy 

option turned on, this unquestionably becomes tantamount to condoning lack of 

disclosure.  
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Respectfully, allowing judges to use Facebook without addressing the 

privacy option, and leaving it open for judges to be able to use Facebook with the 

privacy option turned on, is a far worse evil than the conduct of one judge who was 

incited by his visceral parental instinct, which this Court did not hesitate to 

sanction.     

WHEREFORE, Amicus, CHRISTINA PAYLAN, M.D., respectfully 

requests that this Court grant this Motion for Rehearing and Motion for 

Clarification by Amicus, grant additional oral argument on the issues raised herein, 

and grant any other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.    

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED BY, 

/s Christina Paylan, MD 

CHRISTINA PAYLAN, MD 
P.O. BOX 66442  
St. Pete Beach, Florida 33736 
Tel: (813) 919-6299 
Email: drpaylan@bodytuck.com STRIC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on November 21, 2018, a true and correct copy 

of the foregoing was filed with the Florida E-Portal which will electronically serve 

all Counsel for Petitioner and Respondents at the following designated email 

addresses 

Counsel for Petitioners 
HERSSEIN LAW GROUP   BEIGHLEY,MYRICK, UDELL & 
1801 NE 123rd Street, Suite 314     
North Miami, Florida 33181, and at electronic email 
Miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com 

BEIGHLEY, MYRICK, UDELL & LYNNE P.A. 
150 West Flagler Street, Suite 1800  
Miami, Florida 33130 and at electronic email 
mudell@bmulaw.com  

and 

Counsel for Respondents 

SHUTTS & BOWEN  
201 South Biscayne Boulevard,  
Suite 4100  Miami, FL 33131, and at electronic email to: 

Frank Zacherl, Esq., fzacherl@shutts.com  
gservice@shutts.com; Patrick G. Brugger, Esq. pbrugger@shutts.com; 
Stephen B. Gillman, Esq., sgillman@shutts.com; Suzanne Y. Labrit, B.C.S. 
(slabrit@shutts.com), Amy Wessel, Esq. at awessel@shutts.com  
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Also Counsel for Respondents 

RICHMAN GREER,  P.A 
396 Alhambra Circle, North Tower- 14th Floor,  
Miami FL 33134, and at electronic email to  
 
Manuel Garcia-Linares, Esquire  
mlinares@richmangreer.com  
 

      /s/ Christina Paylan, MD   
         

      CHRISTINA PAYLAN, MD 
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